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User Interface
Create a team on AIS website
Create a team

Join an existing team

Make changes to my profile or avatar
6 steps to create your team:

1. Create a name for your winner team.

2. Talk about your team and the people you’re looking for and make them want to join you!
Select at least one challenge to validate your team:

1. **AIRBUS01** - Regular high resolution satellite imagery of cities available on the cloud - by Airbus
   - Improving quality of life in urban areas with Earth Observation satellite data
   - Tags: #AI, #Data, #Satellite, #ImageryProcessing, #EarthObservation, #Optical, #BigData, #ArtificialIntelligence, #Drone, #Balloons, #Software

2. **AIRBUS02** - Let's use Artificial Intelligence in Earth Observation
   - Leveraging the power of Earth observation
   - Tags: #AI, #Data, #ImageryProcessing

Select your challenge when you opened it.
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Last step to validate your team:

5. Click on: Validate team

Then you are ready to participate to AIS2020!!
Access all the teams that still have places left
Your team is complete?
Close it and it won’t be visible in the city’s teams anymore

Talk to your team or the people that would like to join it
If you need to leave a team:

When your team is complete, you can close it. It will disappear from the city's news board and you won't receive new applications from participants. It is not definitive, you can reopen it whenever you want to (before the start of the event).

DANGER ZONE

LEAVE TEAM

WARNING
Leaving a team where you are the only member will destroy it. This is not reversible. However, a confirmation will be asked.

Leave team
How to join a team
Join a team:

**MY DASHBOARD**

**AIS HAS STARTED**
VALIDATE YOUR TEAM
Your team is not validated yet. ActInSpace has started and experts can now answer to your questions and guide you.

- [Validate team](#)

**YOUR TEAM DETAILS**
YOU ARE IN NO TEAM YET
You need to be in a team to participate in ActInSpace.
You can either create or join one.

- [Create my team](#)
- [Join a team](#)

**CHALLENGE DETAILS**
YOUR TEAM DIDN'T CHOOSE A CHALLENGE YET
You can choose a challenge in the ActInSpace list.
You first need to be part of a team.

- [Pick a challenge](#)
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Send a message to join a team and present your profile

Dear Dondon,
Can I join your team please :)

Send
Open the INBOX received

Accept or refuse the request

Accept or refuse the request
Open the INBOX received
Check your information and validate your team. Be careful you won’t be able to change your mind after that!

Close your team before validate it.
Now you can validate your team!

Close your team before validating it.

If you've changed your mind, you can go back to the challenge section and select another challenge.

Your team challenge: AIRBUS03

AIRBUS

Autonomous Robotic System for new Space Servicing Business

Intelligence for Robotics Space servicing

#AIS-IN  #Electronic  #Robotic  #SpaceOperation

#Manufacturing  #3DPrinting  #Structures
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Ask questions to the technical experts
The expert is now off line – you can leave him

You got a new message

This conversation has been closed

Unread message

Number of messages inside the conversation
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Choose an accurate title – that will help the experts pick your question

Select a tag according to your question and check if some experts are online to answer you
When a conversation has been closed by an expert, you can reopen it and discuss it with another expert.
If an expert has been absent for more than 20 minutes you can leave this expert and the question will go back to the expert dashboard.
Apply to the partner prizes
Click on ‘more info’ to apply
Check the selection criteria and the deliverables

Then Click on apply

Do you want to apply to this price? Before applying, please check the selection criteria in order to be sure you are eligible. The partner in charge of this prize will come back to you if your candidature is selected.

Any questions? Please send an email to contact@actinspace.org

The AIS Team

Apply
Fill in all the fields and attach complementary files.
Please double check everything before applying. You won’t be able to modify your application afterwards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title of your project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ejfztpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some words from you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gilztzutrutrutrut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your work in one file/archive (max 30MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcourir... Aucun fichier sélectionné.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send participation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You are going to validate your application.

Be careful, once you have validated your application you cannot modify it. So please read it again and check if you have attached the right files.

Good luck,
The AIS Team